
ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 10/3/21, 6 am:

Runs 4:22 Racial Inequities in America Back in the spring... we brought you an ABC News report in partnership with 
ABC television stations... outlining racial inequities in policing across America... ABC's investigative unit expanded on 
the findings of the report... this week... data analysis by ABC-owned TV stations measured equity in 20 quality-of-life 
areas across five categories -- health, education, policing, housing and wealth, and the environment -- finding people 
of color experience vast inequities in each of those areas. Pierre Thomas is ABC's Chief Law and Justice 
correspondent... I talked to him about the analysis this week. (INT) 
Runs 7:30 Surfside Collapse: Two Months Later When a condo building suddenly collapsed in the Miami Beach area 
earlier this summer, killing 98, it shocked the nation. Rescuers worked for days at the Champlain Towers South in 
Surfside, Florida to try to find survivors in the rubble... but hope faded after all surviving victims were rescued and the 
mission shifted to recovery... questions about how a massive concrete structure could just fall to the ground lingered. 
Using public records, expert accounts and access to footage of the collapse and the aftermath... ABC News examined 
the Miami condominiums' 40-year lifespan and published a video report on the findings... here's some of that report. 
(PKG). To talk about it further, I spoke with with the ABC News investigative unit. (INT) 
Runs 6:47 America Strong: McDonald's Vax Site Over the past month... ABC has been higlighting stories of 
perseverance and resilience throughout one of the darkest periods in our nation's history as a part of our "America 
Strong" series... this week... we want to introduce you to Yolanda Travis, who owns McDonalds franchises in Chicago...
Yolanda is helping those in her underserved community get COVID-19 vaccinations and launched a social media 
campaign to spread the word. ABC's Ashan Singh has that story. (PKG) 
Runs 4:37 Facebook grilled over Instagram The Wall Street Journal opened up a series of articles last month called 
the "Facebook Files" focusing on how much the social network giant has known that its photo sharing app is negatively
affecting teenage girls. Following the report, and testimony on capitol hill, Facebook announced that it will be pausing 
the development of its "Instagram for Kids" project... which was aimed at children under 13-years-old... it comes a 
week after the Journal's findings... ABC's Mike Dobuski has more on the story. (PKG) 
Runs 6:02 Obama Presidential Library After some pushback from some in the city of Chicago....ground was broken 
this week on the Barak Obama Presidential Center. There were questions about why the former president would 
choose to build his presidential libraray on the city's south side....including whether it would bring unwelcome 
gentrification. The 45th president is adament that the center will provide opportunities for young people in that part of 
the Chicago...and his hope is that it becomes a beacon for new thoughts and ideas. President Obama spoke 
exclusively with ABC's Robin Roberts about his goals for the Center and his continued involvement in politics. (INT) 
Runs 5:29 Britney Spears Conservatorship The continuing saga of Britney Spears took another turn this week....as a 
judge in Los Angeles ruled that her father, Jamie, should be removed from the conservatorship she's been living under 
since 2008. Fans cheered outside the courthouse... NATS... Inside ABC's Kaylee Hartung was inside the 
courtroom...and talked about the decision with ABC's Brad Mielke on our daily podcast Start Here. Runs :28 Jamie 
Spears Responds Afterwards, Britney Spears' father Jamie weighed in. In Hollywood, here's ABC's Jason Nathanson. 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 10/10/21, 6 am:

Runs 6:15 Facebook whistleblower testimony It sounds cliche to describe something as a "bombshell revelation," but 
what happened on Capitol Hill this week was a bombshell revelation. Former Facebook employee Frances Haugen, 
who leaked thousands of company documents first to the Wall Street Journal...then testified for hours before the 
Senate Commerce sub-committee. She told lawmakers that Facebook has for years knowingly downplayed the 
dangers of harmful, divisive, and misinformed content--all in the name of generating greater profits. Haugen says they 
did it with the election.(HAUGEN-1) And they're still doing it with Instagram, especially when it comes to 
children(HAUGEN-2). ABC Tech Producer Mike Dobuski has more. (PKG) 
Runs 1:35 Facebook Meltdown Just one day BEFORE the testimony....Facebook Instagram and WhatsApp all went 
down. For hours. And hours...leading all of us to realize that yes, we ARE addicted. Here's ABC's Rebecca Jarvis. 
Runs 4:40 LA Oil Spill Over the weekend we got news out of California that an underwater pipeline started spewing 
oil... polluting the beautiful beaches of Orange County with thick black goo.... Since then the story has taken a number 
of turns...Late Monday night...ABC News learned the pipeline started leaking more than 10 hours before the company 
that owns it... Amplify Energy...told officials and the public...The story took another turn when we learned a Cargo 
ship's anchor may have been the cause of the leak....ABC's Alex Stone has the latest from Los Angeles 
Runs 5:49 Trump Books - Cheri As of this weekend, there are right around 160 weeks left until...the next presidential 
election. Now, you may think that it's WAY too early to be discussing who MIGHT run in 2024, but for some who were 
key players in the last administration, it's never too early. They're out with new books...speculating on whether former 
President Trump plans to give it another go. (PKG) 
Runs 7:16 Childcare Congress has been debating President Biden's 3.5 trillion dollar human infrastructure plan. The 
plan calls for investing in social programs for families...climate and healthcare...One key part of the bill calls for 
improving the childcare industry. Childcare workers are in the bottom 2% of wage earners with the median pay just 



$12.24 an hour...and since June more than 10,000 have left the industry.... many for higher paying jobs...ABC White 
House Correspondent Karen Travers has more on what's being done to improve the industry.... 
Runs :51 Kellogs Corn Flakes, Special K, Mini Wheats and Fruit Loops. The people who make all of them...are walking
the picket line this week. 33,000 Kellog's workers nationwide walked out on Tuesday. Dan Osborn is the Omaha 
chapter president of the Bakery, Confectionary, Tobacco, and Grain Millers International Union, where 500 workers are 
now walking the picket line. (David vs Goliath). He says they're fighting for better pay and benefits. But employee Chris
Haines says it's also about working conditions. (Kellogg's cut) A Kellogg's spokesperson says, "Our current proposals 
offer significant increase in wages benefits and retirement." 
Runs 4:20 IATSE Strike Threat Late Monday night, members of the 60,000-person strong International Alliance of 
Theatrical Stage Employee's otherwise known as IATSE, voted nearly unanimously to grant Union president Matthew 
Loeb the authority to call a strike against the Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producers, the AMPTP...which 
represents big studios like Warner Brother's and Netflix...should negotiations continue to stall. Members of IATSE do 
everything on TV and in movies from operating the cameras...to doing the makeup...and editing the shows. ABC 
Entertainment Correspondent Jason Nathanson spoke about the vote with ABC's Brad Meilke....on our daily podcast 
Runs 3:47 Chess Champion And finally this week... we introduce you to Irina Krush. She is the reigning US Women's 
Chess Champion.....and the only active female American Grandmaster...the highest level a chess player can attain. 
She's started her title defense this week at the US Chess Championship. ABC's Dara Albinger tells us more 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 10/17/21, 6 am
Runs 8:27 Labor/Unions Across the country....union workers are saying...enough. Thousands of them are walking the 
picket line at tractor maker John Deere and at cereal maker Kellogg's. Around 40-thousand nurses at health care 
company Kaiser Permanente are threatening to walk off the job over staffing, and 60-thousand behind-the-scenes 
employees in Hollywood say they will strike on Monday if a deal isn't reached with the studios that produce TV and 
movies. (PKG) 
Runs 8:05 How did we get so divided? According to the Economic Policy Institute....the 2020 CEO to worker pay ratio 
was 351-1....that's up from 61-1 in 1989 and 21-1 in 1965...So that means, in 2021, the average head of a company 
makes 351 times what the average worker makes. The divide is glaring when you look at it that way. But what about 
when you talk to people face-to-face? A new book by New Yorker writer Evan Osnos searches for an explanation to 
how the country has gotten to this point of unbalance and partisanship. It's called Wildland...the making of America's 
Fury...in it, Osno's travels to three places he has lived...Greenwich, CT...Clarksburg, West Virginia....and Chicago, 
Illinois... What he found in talking to hundreds of people for the book was that while the geography may change what 
Americans are seeking isn't really all that different (INT). 
Runs 1:59 Supply Chain Issues You've been hearing about it for a while now. Supply chain issues threatening the 
holiday shopping season. Retailers are scrambling to get their products off of ships and into stores...but they're dealing
with massive backups in the nation's ports, and a shortage of drivers getting items from one place to the next. We 
consumers are the ones paying for it, with longer shipping times, higher prices, and empty store shelves. ABC's Kaylee
Hartung has more on what's being done to alleviate the issues....
Runs 5:39 European Migrant Crisis A migrant crisis is playing out in Europe and some human rights activists are 
saying it has been orchestrated by Belarussan President Alexander Lukashenko...who has promised easy access to 
the continent for migrants from the Middle East. But that easy access never materialized. Thousands of migrants have 
tried to enter Poland and Lithuania through country, but have been stopped at the border--EU officials say it is 
Lukashenko's revenge for supporting the pro-democracy movement in Belarus. The migrants, however, are now living 
in a no-man's land in the forests between the countries. ABC's Ines De La Cuetara traveled to the region with activists 
who are trying to help them. (PKG) 
Runs 1:50 Captain Kirk Goes To Space For Star Trek fans this week was monumental.....(Star Trek Nats). Captain Kirk
made it to space....for real...(Beam me up Scotty). 90 year old Actor William Shatner became the oldest person in 
space EVER when he was one of four people aboard Jeff Bezo's second Blue Origin launch on Wednesday (NATS) for
an 11 minute flight to space. (Crew cabin Nats) Once back on Earth, he was greated by Bezos (Overwhelmed 15) 
During the trip Shatner weeped on board...afterwards telling ABC's Gio Benitez the dramatic beauty of space was the 
reason (Why Emotional 10). The flight wasn't without its detractors... England's Prince Williams telling the BBC 
Newscast on BBC Sounds... the world's most brilliant people should be focused on this planet.... not others.. (Williams 
on Space). The sentiment is held by many...including science writer Shannon Stirone who wrote in The Atlantic in 
July.... "Leaving Earth right now isn t just bad optics; it s almost a scene out of a twisted B-list thriller: The world is 
drowning and scorching, and two of the wealthiest men decide to ... race in their private rocket ships to see who can 
get to space a few days before the other. " 
Runs 4:26 National Disability Employment Awareness Month October is National Disability Employment Awareness 
Month--according to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, only 18 percent of disabled people in this country are 
employed, compared to 62 percent of Americans without a disability. When it comes to discussions about diversity and 
inclusion that so many companies are having these days, some in the disabled community say they have been left out.



ABC News Producer Marwa Mouaki has the story of a disabled actor who says it's time for the conversation to change.
(PKG) 
Runs 2:44 Squid Games It's being called a combination of Hunger Games and Parasite, a gory, distopian thriller that is
on track to become the most watch streaming series ever. Squid Game, is bright and colorful and very violent---but, 
says ABC's JujuChang, some of the themes it addressses are resonating worldwide. (PKG) 
Runs 1:42 Baby in Manhole - Finally this week, the story of a mother's love -- and the lengths she would go -- to save 
her child. The mom is Jennifer Marrow from Union, New Jersey. (MARROW 1 It was a Thursday, it was 10:30, I can 
remember it, and will remember it forever). Jennifer's 2-year-old son Henry was playing in a puddle of water when 
suddenly he disappeared. (MARROW 2 I just know that he was there, and then he was gone. Henry had fallen into an 
open manhole (911 call 2) Looking back on it now....Jennifer says it was the most terrifying day of her life (MARROW 
3) Henry was under two feet of water. As was Jennifer, trying to find him. Which, of course, she did. Rescue teams 
arrived (we're on the tennis courts, the child is out, he's conscious and alert) They told her the flooding from Hurricane 
Ida likely generated so much pressure that it blew off the manhole over. They also said they checked all the other 
parks and sewers in Union....and could find no other covers out of place. As for Jennifer, she says there was really 
nothing else she could have done. (MARROW 4) Jennifer and Henry are both fine. 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 10/24/21, 6 am:
Runs 2:30 COVID Divorce This week, we got the go ahead for more Covid boosters, and we're moving toward being 
able to vaccinate children--that's coming up, but first, we're going to talk about one of the many casualties brought 
about by the pandemic: marriage. People are splitting up in record numbers. ABC's Jim Ryan has been talking to some
experts about a few of the reasons why. (PKG) 
Runs 6:06 Children and Mental Health Despite the light heartedness of the Frank Sinatra song, the most vulnerable 
victims of divorce...are often children. But even those in loving family relationships have been struggling during the 
pandemic. Most kids are back in school and with their friends, but a lot of them are still feeling the residual effects--
fear, isolation, uncertainty, and grief. Young children have been trying to sort out their feelings...(BYTE) Adolescents 
have been grappling with what the past 18 months have been like (BYTE) And more than a few parents have 
wondered, like this mom, if their kids are okay. (BYTE) Here's a shocking statistic: In the first six months of this year, 
children's hospitals across the country reported a 45 percent increase in the number of self injury and suicide cases in 
five to 17 year olds, compared to the same period in 2019. Citing an alarming rise in families seeking urgent mental 
health help for their kids and teens, several groups, including the American Academy of Pediatrics and the Children's 
Hospital Assocaition declared a "national state of emergency in child and adolescent mental health." Amy Knight is 
president of the Children's Hospital Association. We talked about it this week.(INT) 
Runs 4:49 COVID Booster US regulators are considering allowing people to opt for a different type of shot for a 
COVID-19 vaccination booster... meaning you could get Moderna after your first two Pfizer shots, or vice versa, or 
Johnson & Johnson... ABC News coordinating producer Sony Salzman breaks down how regulators came to the 
decision... and what options vaccinated Americans have going forward. (INT) 
Runs 4:59 Supply Chain Supply-chain disruptions are affecting Americans across the country as the US economy 
struggles to recover from the coronavirus pandemic... prices are driven up... and there's a growing shortage of goods 
directly affecting Americans... from household goods to electronics to automobiles. ABC News chief business and 
economics correspondent Rebecca Jarvis has more on some of what's causing the disruption (BYTE). President Biden
pushed 24-7 port operation ahead of what's expected to be a strong holiday shopping season... ABC's Alex Stone has 
been reporting on this issue from California... where ships are unable to load at some of the nation's biggest ports... he
has the latest from the West Coast. (PKG) 
Runs 4:58 Dave Chappelle Comedian Dave Chappelle has been making people feel uncomfortable again. You might 
say it's become his trademark--saying things people don't like. This time, though, members of the trans community say
he went too far in his latest Netflix stand-up special. They say Chappelle's trans-phobic message promotes bigotry and
hatred. (BYTE) Outside the Netflix offices in Hollywood this week, there were protests. (BYTE) Netflix employees 
walked out in support and many of those working remontely closed their laptops in solidarity. Transgender Netflix 
employee Terra Field was one of the organizers. (BYTE) Field was outspoken in criticizing the company on twitter, and 
was suspended but then re-instated for attending a quarterly business review meeting to which she wasn't invited. To 
sort out the facts on all this, we're going to turn to Maureen Ryan, a contributing editor at Vanity Fair...who talked about
it with Brad Mielke as part of our daily podcast, Start Here. (INT) 
Runs 5:29 NFL Race Norming The NFL and former players reached agreement to end race-norming in concussion 
settlement program after several months of confidential negotiations... Following an ABC News investigation earlier 
this year, a federal judge overseeing the program ordered the NFL and attorneys for former players into mediation to 
"address the concerns" about the use of the controversial practice. ABC's Janai Norman breaks down the story... 
(PKG) ABC's Kyra Phillips talked about it with one former NFLer who was denied compensation... Louis Leonard... and
his wife, Lucy. (INT) 



Runs 5:53 Stigmitizing Spanglish Some Latinos are facing community criticism over Spanish-speaking skills... ABC 
News correspondent Stephanie Ramos talked to dual-language expert Dr. Jose Medina about destigmatizing 
Spanglish and the challenges some Latino children face for being unable to speak fluent Spanish. (PKG) 
Runs 0:53 MLK Memorial Finally...in Washington DC....an anniversary. For a memorial. (NATS)The granite statue 
honoring Dr. Martin Luther King that sits on the edge of the National Mall was dedicated 10 years ago. On that day, 
President Obama's keynote read, "let us remember that change has never been quick. Change has never been 
simple, or without controversy. Change depends on persistance." His vice president....now president Joe 
Biden....spoke at THIS ceremony... (BYTE) And, the president agreed with his former boss....that change hasn't come 
easy...and is still a work in progress. 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 10/31/21, 6 am:
Runs 4:49 Previewing Glasgow According to a report this week from the World Meteorological Organization k... 
greenhouse gas concentrations hit record highs last year--and ahead of next week's major climate change summit in 
Scotland, the UN is warning that the world remains way off target in meeting its emission cutting goals.... we heard 
concern from world leaders... like British prime minister Boris Johnson (BYTE) and even the pope (BYTE). In real time,
we've felt the effects of climate change it recently with intense weather patterns across the country... destructive 
tornadoes... cyclone bombs... a Nor'easter... and flooding in California after heavy rainfall... ABC's Alex Stone details 
the destruction caused by the rain on the west coast (PKG) Environmentalists and policymakers say the event in 
Glasgo marks a crucial opportunity for concrete climate commitments, but it comes on the heels of what experts say 
was a missed opportunity from the Biden administration... activists believe the pairing down of the president's human 
infrastructure bill cut out too many important climate provisions... ABC News White House correspondent Karen 
Travers is traveling with the president overseas and has more on his domestic agenda... and how it's playing on the 
world stage. (INT) 
Runs 3:47 Siberian Permafrost The climate crisis is affecting all corners of the globe. ABC's Patrick Reevell has been 
traveling to some of them--visiting vulnerable communities measuring the effects of what a warming planet means to 
them. Here's more on the melting permafrost in some parts of Russia that's putting roads and buildings at risk of 
collapse. (PKG) 
Runs 6:16 Where Do Our Goods Come From? You've heard it over and over and over: bottlnecks are holding up all of 
our "stuff" from getting to our homes (SOUND ON SUPPLY CHAIN--I CAN PRODUCE) Did you ever think of the 
process something goes through before it reaches your front porch, though? Wall Street Journal tech reporter 
Christopher Mims has. His new book is called. "Arriving Today," and it takes a look at how advancing technologies 
have been displacing workers and radially transforming how things get from manufacturer to customer... I talked with 
Christopher about some of his findings and how it relates to the economic issues affecting Americans right now. (INT) 
Runs 3:19 Gun Violence This month... ABC News is running a series called "Rethinking Gun Violence," examining the 
epidemic that has taken the lives of 20-thousand Americans in the past year alone. On ABC News Dot Com, you can 
break down the numbers--including statistics on the guns themselves. For example: how many times have you heard 
about AR-15's being used in mass shootings? They get the attention--but it's handguns that are used in most U.S. 
killings. ABC's Emily Shapiro has written about that for the series--she talked about it, with ABC's Michelle Franzen. 
Runs 3:20 Child Vaccinations The Food and Drug Administration this week took steps towards authorizing a reduced 
dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine for kids ages 5 to 11... and it could allow youngsters to get their first shots as 
soon as this coming week, and to be fully immunized by early December... ABC's Anne Flaherty talked with our Brad 
Mielke on the ABC News daily podcast, "Start Here" about questions parents may have about the vaccine for their 
young kids. (INT) 
Runs 4:49 Henrietta Lacks The estate of Henrietta Lacks' estate is suing over the use of her cervical cells for medical 
research... the World Health Organization recently honored Lacks, the African-American woman whose cancer cells 
provided a foundation for scientific breakthroughs... including coronavirus research... Lacks' estate recently filed a 
lawsuit against the a company, saying her cells were used without her knowledge or consent... Ben Crump is the 
attorney representing the family of Henrietta Lacks... he and I spoke this week (PKG) 
Runs 6:36 The Metaverse The term "metaverse" seems to be all over the metaverse... wait, what? It's one of the latest 
tech buzzwords you've probably heard about... and it's coming up again as Facebook changes "official" its name... 
So... what's going on here? To make sense of it all... here's ABC News producer Mike Dobuski. (PKG) 
Runs 1:04 Crocodile Kid We often report on people who survive shark attacks... but a different creature made the news
this week... after a 12-year-old who was playing hide and seek with his brother in Cancun, Mexico suddenly felt a 
stabbing pain along his calf. (I could feel like it almost pushing on the inside of my leg). Then whatever it was dragged 
him under water. Whatever it was turned out to be a crocodile that had leaped out of the water and latched onto his 
leg. Employees at the resort where his family was staying rushed in (and they were kicking the crocodiles eyes and 
putting a blue pillow on its head and then finally let go). They called for help. Doctors thought Charlie might lose his 
leg. Now, after a lot of stitches, Charlie is walking and running again, and Charlie's mom is praising Club Med... who's 
footing all the medical bills (BYTE). And because of that... Charlie's able to go trick or treating this weekend... when 
he'll make light of a scary incident (BYTE) Runs 0:28 Goodbye For Now And finally this week, we say goodbye to 



Perspective Producer Eric Mollo. He's been putting this show together since before the pandemic--and during the 
pandemic, he excelled at finding stories and helping to explain why they matter. From politics to protests to the 
pandemic itself -- his reporting made a difference. As he goes off to discover new challenges, and to gain a new 
perspective on his career we'd like to say thank you. For everything. 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 11/7/21, 6 am:
RUNS 3:09 Glasgow Climate Summit/Climate Change Explainer Those who wanted to be "official" called it COP26, 
the Conference of Parties--the rest of us called it the climate summit in Glasgow Scotland, a highly anticipated meeting
of world leaders brought together to discuss how to save the planet. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson was the host.
(BYTE) At the meeting, President Biden announced plans to get the United States to net-zero carbon emissions by 
2050...protect 200 million acres of forest and other eco systems...and to reduce methane emissions 30 percent by 
2030. Now, it's up to each country's climate negotiators to make all those pledges a reality. ABC Chief Meteorologist 
Ginger Zee is the host of a new series called "Climate Crisis: Saving Tomorrow." In it, she travels around the world to 
discuss solutions that can be implemented to combat what has become an issue that affects all of us. (PKG) 
RUNS :57 Impact of wildfires It's already impacting us across the country. So far this year the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Association or NOAA...says there have been 18 weather or climate disasters that have cost a billion 
dollars or more. Among them, wildfires. Here's ABC's Alex Stone. (PKG) 
RUNS 1:13 Increasingly severe weather If you're in the West or the Southwest, it probably won't surprise you to know 
that it's getting hotter and drier. If you're along the coasts, it's getting wetter and windier. And if you live in the middle of 
the country, storms are getting more severe. ABC's Jim Ryan has more on that. (PKG) 
RUNS 5:29 Oyster Population Declining And then there are the oysters. The little guys you order up by the dozen at 
your favorite restaurant are a lot more than just a tasty appetizer. Oysters filter water as they eat, removing harmful 
pollutants like nitrogen naturally. But they have been disappearing from their natural habitats, in part because of 
climate change. Some are trying to bring them back -- and this week, ABC's Brad Mielke went to the Hudson River to 
find out more. (PKG) 
RUNS 4:46 RITTENHOUSE TRIAL/JURY SELECTION IN ARBERY CASE This week, there are two murder trials 
underway connected to the social justice movement--both of them, involving guns. Let's begin in In Kenosha, 
Wisconsin, where in the summer of 2020, police shot and paralyzed a man named Jacob Blake as he tried to enter the
drivers side door of a car. Over the next few days, protests over the shooting became violent, with buildings and cars 
set on fire. then, on the night of August 25th, it became deadly. Then-17 year old Kyle Rittenhouse, who'd driven up 
from his home outside Chicago, shot three people, killing two of them. ABC News Live put together a timeline of the 
events from that night using verified video. (PKG) Now 18, Kyle Rittenhouse faces multiple charges--and ABC News 
legal consultant Channa Lloyd says videos like that will be crucial to this trial. (BYTE) As of Friday morning, two jurors 
had been dismissed. One said she needed to leave because she was pregnant. The other was let go for telling a joke 
about the case...to a deputy in the courtroom. The other case getting national attention this week is happening in 
Georgia. In the coastal community of Brunswick, three white men are accused of gunning down 22 year old Black 
jogger Ahmaud Arbery--video, also playing a crucial role in that killing. What's gotten attention this week, however, is 
the racial makeup of the jury. 
RUNS 3:53 Rising Gun Ownership ABC News has been taking a closer look at gun violence in America. Last week, we
learned about which guns are most frequently used in violent acts. Now, we're turning our attention to who owns guns, 
and why a growing number of people are purchasing them. According to the National Shooting Sports Foundation, the 
NSSF, when you compare 2019 with 2020, there's been a 58 percent increase in gun purchases to Black people, a 43 
% increase for Asian Americans and a 49% increase among Latinos. Kiera Alfonseca is a digital writer here at ABC 
News. I talked to her this week about what she learned. (PKG) 
Runs 4:36 VA/NJ Elections The first elections since President Biden was inaugurated happened on Tuesday. And both 
of the Governor's races came as a surprise to many. In Virginia, former Governor Terry McAuliffe did NOT get his old 
job back--he was defeated by political newcomer Glenn Youngkin. (BYTE) In New Jersey, a state President Biden won 
by 15 points, Democratic Governor Phil Murphy barely kept his job, nearly defeated by Republican former Assembly 
Member Jack Ciatarelli--even though polls showe Murphy leading by wide margins almost the whole race. What do 
these two contests say about the Democrats...now that we're a year away from the mid-terms? let's break it down with 
ABC political director Rick Klein. (INT) Those races got most of the headlines, but there were some other historic 
contests this week. In Virginia, Republican Winsome Sears won the race for Lieutenant Governor--becoming the first 
woman of color to hold that position. In Boston, Michelle Wu the daughter of immigrants, becomes the first Asian 
American elected Mayor, and in Cincinnati, Aftab Pureval--the son of immigrants--one from India, the other from Tibet--
will serve as the next mayor. He is also the first Asian American to hold that post. 
Runs 2:54 Minneapolis Police Vote All last summer...during the social justice protests, there were calls by progressive 
Democrats to "de-fund the police." The movement began in Minneapolis following the killing of George Floyd. On the 
ballot this week was not the question of de-funding...it was more a question of re-appropriating money. The idea was to
replace the current Minneapolis police department with a Minneapolis department of public safety. Minneapolis voters 



said NO. Let's talk about why with journalist Janelle Klein, no relation to Rick, by the way...Janelle is based in 
Minneapolis. INT 
RUNS 6:16 Dia De Los MuertosThis was a big week for a lot of kids. First of all, the CDC gave the go ahead for Covid 
shots...this youngster got hers as soon as they were available. (BYTE) Halloween trick-or-treating, made more fun 
some parents said, knowing their kids would soon be vaccinated. Also this week, something o remember and celebrate
those they've lost. The holiday, taking on special meaning during the pandemic. ABC's John Quinones has more from 
Los Angeles. (PKG)
Runs 3:51 Remembering Cokie Roberts Finally this week, We take a look back at the life of one of our beloved ABC 
family members...Cokie Roberts...Her husband, Steve...a long time ABC Radio political analyst,  has written a new 
book called Cokie: A life well lived... Cokie Roberts was a trailblazing journalist....mentor....and inspiration to many in 
broadcasting... She died in 2019 from complications of breast cancer just weeks after she and Steve's 53rd wedding 
anniversary....at her funeral, the priest described Cokie Roberts as "a professional servant of the truth." And she was. 
ABC's Martha Raddatz spoke to Steve Roberts about Cokie's legacy. 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 11/14/21, 6 am:
Runs 4:27 Astroworld Tragedy It's been a week since we learned what happened at the Astroworld Music Festival in 
Houston. Stories have surfaced about fans who were trapped under other people, fighting to get out, and help others in
the crowd. Stories have also surfaced about other concerts where the same artists have encouraged people to jam 
tightly together or rush the stage. Numerous lawsuits have already been filed, but what are their chances of success? 
ABC's Derrike Dennis takes a look. (PKG) 
Runs 3:43 Sante Fe DA Speaks On 'Rust' Investigation It's been three weeks since actor Alec Baldwin accidentaly shot
and killed cinematographer Halyna Hutchins and director Joel Souza on the set of the movie 'Rust' in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico. And throughout that investigation, the main question remails---how did a live bullet get into the gun that left 
Souza wounded and Hutchins dead? ABC's Kaylee Hartung asked that question to Sante Fe District Attorney Mary 
Carmack Altwies in an exclusive interview othat aired this week on Good Morning America. (PGK) 
Runs 2:01 Kyle Rittenhouse Takes The Stand Another big legal story this week happened at the Kyle Rittenhouse trial 
in Kenosha, Wisconsin. The 18-year old is accused of killing two people during protests in the summer of 2020 over 
the shooting of Jacob Blake. Rittenhouse took the stand on Wednesday..and at one point broke down while describing 
the moment when Joseph Rosenbaum....one of the people Rittenhouse is accused of killing....started to pursue him. 
(PKG) Runs :32 Veterans Day On Thursday the country celebrated Veterans Day...This year marking 100 years since 
the dedication of the The Tomb of the Unknown Solider. at Arlington National Cemetary. The tomb is the final resting 
place of one World War One solider...and for the centennial, members of the public were allowed to come close and 
lay flowers...for the first time since 1948. (USE SOME NATS HERE) 
Runs 7:23 Unredacted Documentary On Veterans Day...ABC News released a new documentary about an elite group 
of US Special Forces who were ambushed in Niger, Africa on October 4th 2017... four American soliders would 
die...and the rest were left stranded with no rescue or reinforcements on the way...A report two years later from the 
Pentagon claimed the team went on a rogue mission....but furhter investigation questions that assessment. 3212 Un-
Redacted... a new ABC News Documentary out now on Hulu...unravels the dark truth of a possible cover-up at the 
highest levels of the military...(SOMETHING FROM Piece).. Let's Bring in James Gordan Meek..an ABC News 
investigative reporter....and one of the producers on the documentary... 
Runs 5:59 Ga Secretary Of State Brad Raffensberger Out With Book Landslide. Peril. Siege. Betrayal. Those are more
than just a collection of scary nouns--they're the titles of four out of the hundreds of books that have been written about
former President Donald T)rump since he was elected to--and then voted out of--office. Each of them represents 
another aspect of the chaos that seemed to define the Trump presidency. Now, the Georgia Secretary of State has 
written one, the noun he is using is "integrity." Brad Raffensperger was the one on the other end of this phone call from
the president in early January....it was obtained by the Washington Post. CUT Raffensperger's new book is called 
"Integrity Counts" and we got to talk to him about it this week. (INT) 
Runs :21 President Trump trying to shield documents Former President Trump spent the week trying to keep his White
House papers shielded from the committee investigating the January 6th Capitol Riot. On Thursday, the DC Circuit 
Court of Appeals granted his legal team's request for an administrative injunction temporarily barring the National 
Archives from handing over the records. The case is set to be heard on November 30. 
Runs 3:17 IVF Mix-up Lawsuit There have been stories about embryos getting mixed up in the in-vitro fertilization 
process. This is about that happening--but with a twist. The case is at the center of a lawsuit in California. First of all, 
let's introduce you to Daphna and Alexander Cardinalli, who always wanted a sister for their daughter, Olivia. PKG 
Runs 3:09 Scottie Pippen Memoir Last year...when there were no live sports to watch...The ESPN docu-series 'The 
Last Dance" captivated fans across the country... It showcased superstar Michael Jordan and his legendary final 
championship run with the Chicago Bulls. Here's how ABC's TJ Holmes described the first episode. CUT (WE CAN 
LOSE THIS PART FOR TIME) During the 10 episode run... Last Dance Director Jason Hair was asked by ABC News 
why the show resonated so widely CUT .... A year and a half later...Scottie Pippen is out with a memoir titled 



'Unguarded'. In he says what he really he thought about the 'Last Dance'...his relationship with Jordan....and those 
championship Bulls team's...Pippen sat down ABC's Michael Strahan on Good Morning America 
Runs 3:26 Holiday Travel For 604 days -- almost 20 months -- the US borders were shut down to non-essential 
travelers....that ended on Monday when international tourists...as long as they are fully vaccinated and can show a 
negative COVID test.... were allowed back into the United States. This woman saw her sister, niece and nephew for 
the first time in 730 days (CUT). American's are also set to take to the roads and skies for the Thanksgiving 
holiday...with Triple A estimating 53.4 million people will travel. ABC's Alex Stone has more...PKG 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 11/21/21, 6 am:
Runs 1:08 Rittenhouse acquitted Right as we went to air with this show...the news broke that Kyle Rittenhouse had 
been found not guilty. The 18-year-old, acquitted on all charges in the Kenosha Wisconsin shooting death of two 
protesters and the wounding of a third following the police involved shooting of an unarmed black man in the summer 
of 2020. ABC's Jim Ryan was outside the courthouse when the verdict was read. (Rittenhouse-1) ABC Chief legal 
analyst...Dan Abrams. (Rittenhouse-2) 
Runs 5:45 Malcom X Exonerations The past few weeks, the country has been riveted by that case--and another one, 
the killing of Ahmaud Arbery--in coastal Georgia in February of last year. We've got more on that coming up...but 
first...there was legal action in a much older case involving race and guns, and that one happened in New York City... 
This week, almost 57 years since the shooting death of civil rights leader Malcolm X, two men convicted of aiding the 
assassin had their convictions thrown out. Their guilt had been doubted for decades but only recently did their lawyers 
make headway in convincing prosecutors the men had been convicted in error. ABC's Aaron Katersky has more from 
New York, where Malcolm X was killed February 21st, 1965. (PKG) 
Runs 4:29 Ahmaud Arbery Trial The defense has now rested in the trial over the killing of Ahmaud Arbery in Brunswick,
Georgia. Three white men are accused of shooting Abery...an unarmed black man....who was out for a jog....in 
February 2020. Race has played a key role throughout the entire investigation and trial...and this week it came up 
again...A lawyer for one of the defendants asked for a mistrial over the presence of Reverend Jesse Jackson and other
black pastors in the courtroom. That motion was denied. Let's bring in ABC's Steve Osunsami.......he's covered these 
types of cases going all the way back to the...1999 dragging death of James Byrd, Jr. in Jasper, Texas....and he's there
in Brunswick, Georgia. INT 
Runs 6:56 1619 Project back in a new book When the 1619 Project from the New York Times came out in August 
2019...it generated intense discussion across the country....The project, created by Nikole Hannah Jones--whose 
opening essay earned her a Pulitzer Prize for commentary--was first published in the Times Magazine.. it placed 
slavery and its continuing legacy at the center of our national narrative....some applauded it. some soundly denounced 
it. At the time Arkansas Republican Senator Tom Cotton proposed a bill that would ban funding for teaching the 
project...and the teaching of Critical Race Theory, an academic concept that suggests racism is embedded into the 
legal systems and policies that have shaped the nation. The 1619 Project: a New Origin Story is now out in book form. 
It was released this week. And I talked about it with the woman who started it all, journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones. 
Runs 5:18 Los Angeles Auto Show The ongoing global chip shortages led General Motors and Tesla to announce 
some big changes this week. GM saying it will have to remove heated seats as a standard option on many of its new 
models. Tesla has told customers that there may be 16 months wait for some new models...What's in store for other 
car makers? ABC's Alex Stone takes a look at the Los Angeles Autoshow... 
Run 3:50 Tackling Childhood Grief November is Child Grief Awareness month....and the 18th was Child Grief 
Awareness Day. Childhood bereavement was a critical issue before the pandemic...but COVID-19 has exacerbated the
problem...ABC Producer Leighton Schneider spoke with Brian Greise (Grease-EE)....an analyst for ESPN's Monday 
Night Football....and the co-founder of Judi's House....which helps grieving children and families in Denver, 
Colorado...find connection and healing.... 
Runs 3:01 XBOX Anniversary It feels like we've celebrated a lot of tech anniversaries lately.... 2020 marked ten years 
of Instagram, Google bought Youtube 15 years ago...If you're a gamer, though, this month is a big one...ABC Tech 
Producer Mike Dobuski explains. 
Runs 4:08 Back to a big Thanksgiving The pandemic kept most Thanksgiving festivals on the small side last year...but 
this year, with more of us vaccinated, a lot of people are inviting a lot of family to the table. When it comes to affording 
it, the USDA says a big turkey only costs about a dollar more this year than last year, but the cost of other staples is up
five percent from 2020. For some, it's not the price tag that's stressing them out. It's cooking it all. ABC's Daria Albinger
has some tips from a pro on getting it all done. 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 11/28/21, 6 am:
RUNS 4:12 It was a case that might not even have come to light....if one of the defendants hadn't taken video of what 
happened. A 25-year-old black man named Ahmaud Arbery, jogging in the coastal Georgia town of Brunswick, shot 
and killed in February of 2020 by three men who claimed they were trying to make a citizen's arrest. This week...they 



were convicted of nearly all the charges they were facing, including felony murder. ABC's Derricke Dennis was there 
when the verdicts were read. INTVW 
RUNS 5:28 When it comes to deadly diseases, however, Covid isn't even close to being number one on the list. Wait, 
there's a list? Well...kind of. Dr. Lydia Kang's written a book called "Patient Zero: a Curious History of the World's Worst
Diseases." They began writing it in 2019. INTVW 
Runs :24 The next 11-minute flight to the edge of space on Blue Origin rocket is someone who's very familiar to us 
here at ABC News. Good Morning America co-host Michael Strahan says owner Jeff Bezos asked him if he'd like to 
take off...and he said..."absolutely." He made the announcement this week....saying for him, it wasn't a hard decision at
all--because he sees this as the future. 
Runs 7:55 But what if you have plans to fly a little closer to home? And what if YOU were the one who wanted to pilot 
the plane? As Americans pack airports this Thanksgiving weekend....reporter EJ Becker has more on how a lot of 
Americans are now choosing to get around. In the sky on their own. 
RUNS 5:28 But first...as you've heard over and over again...this is one of the busiest travel weekends of the year. 
Probably THE biggest. People have clearly been anxious to get back out there and see family, after missing out last 
year because of the pandemic. And they're getting there regardless of crowded airports and high gas prices. The 
average cost for a gallon of regular unleaded is three dollars and 40 cents...about a buck 25 more than last year. 
President Biden, in an attempt to make things better, is tapping into the nation's oil surplus---the Stategic Petroleum 
Reserve. But WILL it make things better? ABC's Brad Mielke and Rebecca Jarvis discussed that...as a part of our ABC 
News Daily podcast, Start Here. INTVW 
RUNS 2:32 Some good economic news: Jobs. They're out there. The number of people filing for first time 
unemployment benefits has fallen to the lowest number in more than 50 years. 199,000 people applied..lower than at 
any time since 1969. The House of Representatives has President Biden's Build Back Better Plan...but the fate of that 
huge package of social programs still has to get past the Senate. Along with expanded child and health care programs,
there are provisions in the plan to help battle the climate crisis...ABC's Michelle Franzen tells us about one proposal for
a civilian climate corps...modeled after President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Civilian Conservation Corps. (PKG) 
RUNS 7:02 Throughout the 1970s and 80s, more than 20 serial killers stalked the streets of Los Angeles 
simultaneously and within miles of each other, murdering and terrorizing citizens....until the LAPD s Robbery-Homicide 
Division banded together and tracked down the killers. A new ABC News-Hulu series called City of Angels | City of 
Death chronicles the group of LAPD detectives and catching some of that era s most notorious murderers, including 
the Freeway Killer, the Hillside Strangler, the Sunset Strip Killer. Let's introduce you to two of those detectives, Tom 
Lange and Robert Souza. I spoke with the pair about it was like to investigate all those serial killers at once... INTVW 
RUNS 2:34 Think of Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band by the Beatles. What if When I'm Sixty-Four came on
BEFORE with A Little Help From My Friends? It would be just wrong, right? That's what one of the biggest pop stars in 
the world right now is telling Spotify about her songs. And Spotify is...listening. PKG 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 12/5/21, 6 am:
Runs 6:52 SCOTUS Abortion This week, we're starting at the Supreme Court, with coverage of what s been called the 
most consequential court case for abortion rights in a generation...Dobbs vs Jackson Women's Health...It's over a 
Mississippi law that would ban abortion at 15 weeks and it could spell the end of Roe vs. Wade....This week it came 
before the Supreme Court...The state is asking the justices to overturn longstanding legal precedent that restrictions 
on abortion access before a fetus is viable outside the womb -- around 22 to 24 weeks of pregnancy.. are 
unconstitutional...Lawyers with the Center for Reproductive rights...which represents the facility... insist the Supreme 
Court s precedent has been repeatedly affirmed and should be respected and upheld. ABC's Devin Dwyer has been 
reporting on the story for several months--he actually visited Jackson Women's Health--the only remaining abortion 
clinic in Mississippi, and he was in the courtroom for arguments. I spoke to him after the hearing... (INT) 
Runs 4:16 Ghislane Maxwell Trial The trial of Ghislane maxwell the longtime associate of serial sex offender Jeffrey 
Epstein got underway this week in NY Maxwell faces a six-count indictment for allegedly conspiring with and aiding 
Epstein in his sexual abuse of underage girls between 1994 and 2004 . We heard from one of Epstein s accusers' 
prosecutors refer to as "Jane"... who says her abuse started in 1994 when she was just 14 years old. ABCs Aaron 
Katersky has been in court this week. (INT) 
Runs 7:10 Variant Omicron It was only one week ago that we began hearing about a new COVID-19 Variant first 
identified in Southern Africa...Omicron is what they named it...and like most other variants it's been spreading around 
the world...including now in the United States... There is still very little known about how much more dangerous or 
transmissible the variant maybe...but it has been named a Variant of Concern by the Centers for Disease 
Control...meaning there could be evidence of increased transmissibility...or severity...What makes Omicron unique is 
the number of mutations it appears to have...50..... 32 of which are.in the spike protein...which is how the virus 
attaches itself to the cells in your body...We've already been through several other variants...including Alpha...Beta and
Delta....but what do we actually know about virus variants and how they come to be? Last week we talked to Dr. Lydia 
Kang, co-author of the book "Patient Zero: a Curious History of the World's Worst Diseases." We liked that 
conversation so much we decided to bring her back...to discuss Omicron. (INT) 



Runs 1:33 School Shooting First, though...another school shooting. This one took the lives of 14-year-old Hana St. 
Juliana, 16-year-old Tate Myre, 17-year-old Madisyn Baldwin and 17-year-old Justin Shilling. All of them went to Oxford
High in suburban Detroit with sophomore Ethan Crumbly, who is charged with their murders. His parents are also 
facing charges of involuntary manslaughter for allegedly buying him the gun as a Christmas present. And for resisting 
when they were called to the principal's office THAT DAY and asked to take their son home--even though he had 
drawn in his notebook pictures of bullets, of a person being shot, and the words "help me." Oakland County Michigan 
prosecutor Karen McDonald. (KAREN MCDONALD) When the shooting began, students and teachers did what they 
never expected they'd have to do: implement the active shooter response they had been taught. Superintendent Tim 
Thorne. (TIM THORNE) 
Runs 5:27 Alec Baldwin INT Actor Alec Baldwin broke his silence this week...in an extensive and exclusive interview 
with ABC's George Stephanopoulos. It was his first sit-down with a reporter since the shooting death of 
cinematographer Halyna Hutchins on the set of the movie Rust. Baldwin says he was told by Assistant Director David 
Halls that the gun was "cold," meaning unloaded. It wasn't. The question that everyone wants to know---including Alec 
Baldwin---is how did live rounds of ammunition make it into the gun? BALDWIN INTERVIEW Alec Baldwin....with 
ABC's George Stephanopoulos....in an exclusive interview that can now be viewed on Hulu. 
Runs 4:49 Throughout the pandemic heroic workers have stepped up to keep food on our shelves cities safe and 
people healthy some of those heroes are trade workers with vocational training who keep the country moving. ABC's 
Derricke Dennis reports. PKG This story was supported by the Higher Education Media Fellowship at the Institute for 
Citizens & Scholars. *
Runs 4:30 Julia Child Docu Julia Child was an iconic chef and television personality....and is recognized for bringing 
French cuisine to America with her book "The French Chef"....and the TV show of the same name...Now her legacy is 
being told in a mouth-watering documentary "Julia" ABC's Juju Chang has the story.. 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 12/12/21, 6 am:
Runs 5:50 Worries over Texas Energy Grid Because of Bitcoin Mining Winter cold hit New York City for a few days this 
week with wind chills dropping down into the 20s....but we are still waiting for our first real snowfall of the year... In 
Texas...it's been in the 80's...so it's hard to remember what it was like 10 months ago when a deep freeze hit the 
state...knocking out power and heat to millions. (Christine Guajardo CUT) The state's electricity infrastructure 
collapsed under the weight of the freeze....and because of the way they pay for power in Texas...some were looking at 
huge electric bills afterwards. ABC's Trevor Ault has one story from last February... (Trevor Ault CUT) So...what 
happened...and what's to stop it from happening again? Consumer advocates are worried. But not necessarily about 
the weather. About something else that's sucking massive amounts of electricity from the power grid: Bitcoin mining. 
Texas is at the heart of the new industry. And ABC's Jim Ryan is in the heart of Texas with more. (JIM PACKAGE) We 
called up Jim Ryan after he filed that piece...to find out more about where things stand right now... (JIM INTERVIEW) 
Runs 4:24 Eviation Electric Airplanes There's a revolution underway in the world of aviation. It's been quietly building 
for years and it could be about to change the way we travel. That smell of jet fuel at the airport may soon be gone, as 
the airline industry tries to reduce its environmental impact. Just like automobiles, airlines are looking to go electric. 
Start-up aviation companies are competing right now to become the Tesla of the skies. ABC's Alex Stone went to 
Arlington, Washington where one company is preparing to test fly its new battery powered airliner. (ALEX PACKAGE) 
Runs 4:00 SCOTUS TX Abortion Ruling On Friday right as we were wrapping up production on the show SCOTUS 
handed down a ruling on the TX Abortion law, so we scrambled to figure out what it meant with ABC's Devin Dwyer we 
talked to him last week about the Mississippi abortion law that is also before the high court. INT 
Runs 3:57 New Military Sexual Harassment/Assault Rules Bipartisanship isn't a word used to describe congress too 
often these days...the political divide seems to be farther apart than ever...but this week the House of Representatives 
came together to overwhelmingly pass the National Defense Authorization Act...it's the Pentagon's budget for the next 
year--complete with things like a 2.7% pay hike for members of the military...and billions of dollars for new weapons, 
strategic initiatives, and upgrades to bases. This year's defense budget, though...also included a provision that 
changes the way the military handles sexual assault and harassment allegations. From now on, commanders will be 
removed from the process of deciding whether to refer sex assault allegations to a court martial. That job will now be in
the hands of independent prosecutors. Some--like New York Senator Kirsten Gillebrand...argue that those changes 
aren't enough. (GILLEBRAND CUT) But taking commanders out of the chain of command...is something the family of 
Vanessa Guillen -- had long been pushing for. Vanessa Guillen was a 20-year-old Specialist at Fort Hood who the 
Army says was murdered by a fellow soldier--someone who had long been harassing her--but whom she didn't report it
out of fear of retaliation. f y ABC's Stephanie Ramos covered the Guillen case--and has reaction to what's included in 
this bill. . (STEPHANIE RAMOS) 
Runs 4:48 Navy Air Station Terror Attack Exclusive Coming up... His Hollywood career spans decades...we'll sit down 
with the great Mel Brooks...for a one-on-one conversation. But first... Two years ago, at Naval Air Station Pensacola in 
Florida...Saudi Arabian Air Force Officer Mohammed Al Shamrani shot and killed three US Navy sailors and left eight 
others wounded. Alshamrani had been invited to the base a part of a program sponsored by the Pentagon -- but what 
no one knew and what an investigation uncovered is that Alshamrani had secretly pledged allegiance to Al Qaeda 



years before. Saudia Arabia has condemned the attack, and pledged cooperation with the US. But for the families of 
those killed and wounded, that is not enough. They are suing the Saudi kingdom and they spoke exclusively with ABC 
Senior Investigative Correspondent David Scott. (DAVID SCOTT PESACOLA PIECE) 
Runs 5:52 Infrastructure President Biden continued to push his infrastructure deal this week by traveling to Missouri to 
highlight projects that will help the Show-Me State (CUT) There are billions of dollars up for grabs in this bill--the 
money, earmarked for things like highways, bridges and tunnels, improving the power grid and getting more Americans
high speed internet access. Billions have also been set aside for improvements that are intended to make commuting 
less...awful. What's the best way to do that though? Mass transit advocates have been debating the best ways to make
getting places more equitable for ALL of us, not just those in certain big cities. ABC Producer Joy Piazza -- who 
commutes to Manhattan from Rutherford, New Jersey -- has more. (JOY PIECE -- NEEDS NATS) 
RUNS 5:53 Mel Brooks Autobiography There are three movies I remember my father taking me as a kid to where he 
laughed so hard that I, as a junior high student, was embarrassed to be sitting next to him in the theater. One of them 
was the horse scene from Animal House (you'll have to google that if you don't remember it). One was also a horse 
scene, from Mel Brooks' Silent Movie. In it, Brooks is having a romantic moment on a carousel with Bernadette 
Peters...when the horse Peters is on lifts its tail and out of its backside come...baby blocks. (NATS CUT) Silent 
Movie...The Producers....Young Frankenstein....Blazing Saddles...all of them, creations of legendary 
writer....producer...director and actor Mel Brooks..who is out with a new autobiography....called "All About Me! My 
Remarkable Life in Show Business." He sat down with ABC's George Stephanopoulos to talk about it. (GEORGE 
PIECE) The great Mel Brooks with George Stephanapoulos. The third movie my dad laughed at by the way...was that 
Gene Wilder scene in Young Frankenstein.

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 12/19/21, 6 am:
For a lot of Americans, the next week will be spent wrapping packages and putting them under the tree, getting ready 
for our second Christmas of the pandemic. For thousands of people in the South and Midwest, however, they're trying 
to figure out where to live, or mourning the loss of loved ones. Lives were changed in an instant last Friday night in 
Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri and several other states...as a line of tornadoes plowed through the region....destroying 
homes, businesses and livelihoods. Nearly 100 people were killed...including 6 at an Amazon warehouse in 
Edwardsville, Illinois... The town of Mayfield, Kentucky was the epicenter... where an EF4 tornado with winds up to 190
miles per hour flattened much of the town. That tornado was on the ground for 128 miles in Kentucky....and possibly up
to 200 miles total.... ABC's Jim Ryan has been in the storm zone of Western Kentucky all week.... PKG There were 
many remarkable stories of survival in Mayfield. Timothy McDill...a refrigerator repair man....used a flagpole and a rope
to tie himself...his wife...two grandchildren...two dogs and a cat to a drainpipe in his basement as the tornado got 
close. INT December tornadoes are very rare...The month is usually the quietest of the year in the Mid-Sout...but 
record warm temperatures helped fuel the outbreak last week and spawned the first ever confirmed tornado in 
Minnesota in the month of December this week. Is climate change to blame? ABC's Senior Meteorologist Rob 
Marciano says the science isn't so clear.... INT 
A year ago this week intensive care nurse Sandra Lindsey became the first person in the United States to receive the 
COVID-19 vaccine. (CUT FROM DAY) At the time there were nearly 300 thousand coronavirus deaths in the 
country...This week we crossed 800,000...but now about 61 percent of the country is fulling vaccinated. It comes as we
face yet another wave caused by the new variant Omicron...which is set to overtake delta as the dominate variant in 
the country. Where we are now feels a lot like the first surge back in March of 2020. We don't have enough beds to 
manage this. Those are the words of an ICU nurse at the Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit. Michigan had been struggling 
through another surge even before the omicron variant surfaced-- the state, reporting on average 6500 new cases 
every day, and 500 people per day are being admitted to Michigan hospitals. Erin Dicks...is the Nurse Manager in the 
Medical Intensive Care Unit at Henry Ford. She agreed to set up her camera...and to tell us what it's been like. PKG 
It's been four months since US forces left Afghanistan and the Taliban took over the country. The collapse shocking 
governments around the world with the speed it took. Basic human rights ended overnight. Women were no longer 
allowed to work... or go to school... Millions of dollars in international aid...that kept the country afloat and fed...dried 
up...Now the country is facing what the UN Deputy High Commissioner for Human Rights calls a "profound 
humanitarian crisis that threatens the most basic of human rights." The UN is warning as many as a million children 
could die this winter and 90 percent of the population could be in poverty by next year. ABC's Senior Foreign 
Correspondent Ian Pannell has been on the ground in Kabul this week. (PKG) Let's Bring in Ian from Kabul... INT 
You'd think by now we'd have figured out to use Zoom effectively, right? I mean, it's been almost 2 years since the 
pandemic began...we've bought ring lights and fixed up our bookshelves in the background...we've finally mastered the
art of "unmuting" quickly and have sadly grown used to looking at our colleagues faces in little boxes. But something 
has been happening over the past 21 months that doctors who specialize in the voice noticed fairly early on. People 
were coming to them with vocal fatigue much more often than in the past. Some had developed nodules or polyps on 
their vocal cords and some just had sore, worn out throats. Speech language pathologist Dr Marcos Sostre, who's the 
clinical director of the Speech and Voice Experience in the Washington DC Area...says zoom is a big part of that. 
(ZOOM VOICE FATIGUE) 



Millions of Americans are set to hit the road and takes to the skies over the next week for the Christmas and New Year 
Holidays . Triple A estimating more than 109 million people are expected to travel. Up 34% from last year. ABC's Alex 
Stone has more.... PKG 
Federal Reserve officials said this week that they anticipate raising interest rates three times next year to help fight the 
sky-high inflation we are currently seeing. One of the most commonly used barometers of inflation is the Consumer 
Price Index, which is released by the Labor Department each month and measures the average change over time in 
the prices paid by consumers for a market basket of goods and services. The CPI rose 6.8 percent for the 12 months 
ending in November...the largest increase since the period ending in June 1982. Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome 
Powell said the bump up in interest rates will help inflation come down...ABC's Rebecca Jarvis has more on what this 
means CUT 
On January 1st, New York City will have a new mayor. And a new police commissioner. Eric Adams, who was a 
member of the NYPD for 22 years, had promised he would find a woman to head up the largest police department in 
the country, and this week, he announced who it was. Keeshant Sewell...chief of detectives for the Nassau Police 
Department in suburban Long Island. (ERIC ADAMS CUT) Sewell was born and raised in the borough of Queens...so 
the appointment is a "coming home" for her. But the job won't be easy. It is one that former commissioner William 
Bratton has described to the New York Times as "the most challenging police role in the country, bar none." Chief 
Sewell talked about it this week with ABC's Robin Roberts on Good Morning America. (NEW POLICE COMMISH) 
ABC's Aaron Katersky is with us now...to talk more about the appointment (AARON CONVERSATION) 
Finally before we go....We have two special shows coming for the final two week's of the year. We will be looking back 
at the year's biggest stories from January 6th....to the coronavirus and the country's racial reckoning. 

ABC News “Perspective”                                                                                                Aired on WJAW 12/26/21, 6 am:
Runs 9:02 January 6th Look back We're beginning, well, at the beginning. This led our show on January 8, two days 
after the country had watched and listened as that mob of Donald Trump supporters bashed in windows and doors at 
the Capitol and made their way inside. Here's what it sounded like. JANUARY 6 FULL ABC's Byron Pitts. In the 11 and 
a half months since the Capitol riot, more than 720 people have been charged criminally with everything from entering 
a restricted building to resisting arrest to assault. The longest sentence handed out so far: five years to Robert Palmer 
from Florida...who wept as video of him assaulting a police officer was played in court. He said he was ashamed of his 
actions. Following the riot --Donald Trump was impeached for a second time, and the Congressional committee set up 
to investigate the insurrection is still conducting hearings. 
Runs 5:57 Afghanistan Withdrawal The decision to pull U.S. troops from Afghanistan the way it happened will be 
debated for years. It was deadly, it was chaotic, and it was so hard to watch the collapse. ABC's Ian Pannell was there 
when US troops went INTO the country...and he was there when they left. INT Runs 3:11 Afghanistan Humanitarian 
Crisis We caught up with Ian again just last week. He had returned to Kabul, to find children starving and women in 
burkas begging for bread. The country, in the midst of a humanitarian crisis...and on the brink of famine. INT 
Runs 4:50 Prolonged Grief When this story that we re about to re-play for you FIRST aired in mid-2021, it looked like 
we MIGHT be inching our way out of the pandemic. That was before Delta and now Omicron variants raced through 
populations, leading to more infections, hospitalizations, and deaths. One thing every one of us seems to have in 
common as we learn to coexist with Covid...is loss. Here's a story on that... PKG 
Runs 5:33 Veterinarian Suicides This story was one that shocked us here at ABC News. We have heard, 
heartbreakingly, about the number of doctors and nurses who are totally exhausted and burned out during the 
pandemic. It's been happening with animal doctors as well. ABC's Alex Stone has the story of 
veterinarians....struggling to care for our pets. PKG 
Runs 3:40 Dog Whisperer During the first year of the pandemic, there were hundreds of thousands of dogs adopted 
from pet shelters nationwide. The number has dropped in 2021, and in some cases, people have struggled to 
acclimate their pets into the family. Some dogs, like some people, struggle with anxiety and fear, and it's been a difficult
transition for them. Over the summer, we broadcast this interview with Dog Whisperer Cesar Milan... 
Runs 2:10 Pulling Dr. Suess off the shelf The foundation that oversees the legacy of Dr Seuss pulled six books from 
publication this year because they had images or words that were deemed racist, or at least culturally insensitive 
caricatures. Some called it cancel culture. Others asked what's the harm--if it hurts someone's feelings, why not just 
get rid of them? All of it got us thinking. And this is what we came up with. DR SEUSS w/o INTRO 1:37 


